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Why Text Analysis?

I We recognized that text can convey powerful information
I Content
I Sentiment, Tone, or Emotion
I Patterns and trends

I However, using text as data in research can be expensive. . .
I Time consuming to read and code
I Expensive to hire assistants
I Methodology can be inconsistent / hard to generalize



For Example. . .



Releated Fields

I Machine Learning: A set of statistical and programming tools
for extracting patterns for (often) large, complex data sources

I Statistics: developing methods for the interpretation of data
and experimental outcomes in reaching conclusions with a
certain degree of confidence

I Natural language processing (NLP): The study of language
and how it is used, often within and/or across languages



Some Initial Text Analysis Jargon

I A corpus is a collection of documents, think of it as a dataset
of text

I Documents are the individual collections of text, like a news
article or interview transcript

I Documents can be broken down into smaller pieces, this is
called “parsing”

I For instance, in a transcript, we may want to analyze each
speaker’s text not the document as a whole

I To learn about text, we often employ metadata
I For example: date, author information, auxillary information,

etc.



For Example. . .



Collecting Text Online: Webscraping

I Web scraping or screenscraping refers to the process of
automatically extracting data from web pages. There are three
broad steps involved in scraping:

1. Identify the page or pages with data or text of interest
2. Download the source code (HTML or XML)
3. Parse source code and create data set



Step 1: Identify the Webpage

I https://politicalscience.unc.edu/people/faculty/

https://politicalscience.unc.edu/people/faculty/


Step 2: Download the source code

library(rvest)
faculty_page <- read_html("https://politicalscience.unc.edu/people/faculty/cameron-ballard-rosa/")



Step 3: Parse source code



Step 3: Parse source code
bio_nodes <- html_nodes(faculty_page, css = ".entry-title ,

.entry-content")
bio_text <- html_text(bio_nodes)

"Assistant Profressor317 Hamilton HallOffice Hours:
Fall 2018: Wed. from 2:00-5:00919.962.0434cambr@email.unc.edu
WebsiteCurriculum VitaeCameron Ballard-Rosa is an Assistant
Professor of Political Science at the University of North Carolina,
Chapel Hill. He received his Ph.D. in Political Science from Yale
University, and also holds an M.A. in Economics from Yale. His research
interests include political economy, international relations,
comparative politics, and formal theory.Cameron is currently working on
a book project on the political logic of international sovereign debt default,
with particular emphasis on the ways that urban-rural conflicts, including
sensitive food subsidies, may vary across different regime settings.
He uses formal theory, large-n statistical analysis, and close case
study reading of several countries to present substantive and robust
evidence for his primary hypotheses explaining sovereign default in
autocracies and democracies. His broader research interests exist at the
intersection of international and comparative political economy, and include
political responses to fiscal crises as well as the effects of economic change
on political institutions and redistribution"

## [1] "Assistant Profressor317 Hamilton HallOffice Hours: \nFall 2018: Wed. from 2:00-5:00919.962.0434cambr@email.unc.edu\nWebsiteCurriculum VitaeCameron Ballard-Rosa is an Assistant \nProfessor of Political Science at the University of North Carolina, \nChapel Hill. He received his Ph.D. in Political Science from Yale \nUniversity, and also holds an M.A. in Economics from Yale. His research \ninterests include political economy, international relations, \ncomparative politics, and formal theory.Cameron is currently working on \na book project on the political logic of international sovereign debt default, \nwith particular emphasis on the ways that urban-rural conflicts, including \nsensitive food subsidies, may vary across different regime settings. \nHe uses formal theory, large-n statistical analysis, and close case \nstudy reading of several countries to present substantive and robust \nevidence for his primary hypotheses explaining sovereign default in \nautocracies and democracies. His broader research interests exist at the\nintersection of international and comparative political economy, and include \npolitical responses to fiscal crises as well as the effects of economic change \non political institutions and redistribution"



A note on Webscraping

I Many websites do not allow webscraping, be sure to read the
terms of use before scraping text

I For example, Twitter, Facebook, the New York Times, Federal
government websites all prohibit scraping

I Alternatively, these types of sites often allow for text to be
collected via Automated Programming Interfaces



Automated Programming Interfaces



Preprocessing Unstructured Text

I To prepare documents for statistical analysis, we apply a series
of rules to the documents in order to simplify their
representations

I Plain text may have elements incompatible with text analysis
I Numbers, punctuation, html code, emojis, etc.



For Example. . .
The new monuments are the Birmingham Civil Rights National
Monument, Freedom Riders National Monument and
Reconstruction Era National Monument.

I Birmingham Civil Rights National Monument: The Birmingham
Civil Rights National Monument will protect the historic A.G.
Gaston Motel in Birmingham, Alabama, which served at one
point as the headquarters for the civil rights campaign led by
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. that helped lead to the passage of
the Civil Rights Act of 1964. The monument will also tell the
stories associated with other nearby Birmingham historic sites,
including the Sixteenth Street Baptist Church– which was the
site of a bombing in 1963; and Kelly Ingram Park, where
Birmingham Public Safety Commissioner Bull Connor turned
hoses and dogs on young civil rights protesters.

I Freedom Riders National Monument: The Freedom Riders
National Monument is located in Anniston, Alabama and
contains two sites that help underscore. . .



Preprocessing Jargon

I Types are unique sequences of letters or characters, i.e., words,
phrases, numbers, and/or punctuation

I Tokens are ‘particular instances of a type’
I Terms are types that occur in a dictionary
I Vocabularies are the set of types or tokens that occur in a

corpus
I Vocabulary size is the number of unique types/tokens in a

corpus



Preprocessing Unstructured Text

1. Stop words
I Common words that aren’t meaningful: for instance, ‘and’, ‘or’,

‘it’, ‘be’

2. Numbers, punctuation, captialization
I These can be considered tokens but increase the dimensionality

of the text

3. Stemming
I Bringing words to their root, once again reduces dimensionality

of text
I Combines common words



What do we mean by text dimensionality?



Preprocessing Unstructured Text
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‘it’, ‘be’
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of the text
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Preprocessing Unstructured Text

4. Tokenizing
I Split text into meaningful pieces

I “Hello Mr. Smith, how are you doing today? The weather is
great, and city is awesome. The sky is pinkish-blue. You
shouldn’t eat cardboard”

I [‘Hello Mr. Smith, how are you doing today?’, ‘The weather is
great, and city is awesome.’, ‘The sky is pinkish-blue.’, “You
shouldn’t eat cardboard”]

5. Reducing vocabulary size
I Removing sparsely occuring tokens, reducing dimensionality of

text



For example. . .



Another example. . .



In dataset form. . .



Lab Exercise

Thanks to Brice Acree, Jaime Arguello, and Chris Bail with the
Summer Institute in Computational Social Science for making their
materials available. Portions of this presentation draw on their
resources.


